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Executive SummaryCommon Size Financial Statement discloses the internal structure of the firm. It indicatesthe existing relationship between sales and each income statement account. It shows themix of assets that produce income and the mix of the sources of capital, whether by currentor long-term debt or by equity funding.The primary objective of financial analysis is to forecast or determine the actual financialstatus and performance of a project.
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Chapter-1
IntroductionFinancial statements for banks present a different analytical problem than manufacturingand service companies.  As a result,  analysis  of  a  bank's  financial  statements requires adistinct  approach that  recognizes a bank's  somewhat unique risks.  Banks take depositsfrom  savers,  paying  interest  on  some  of  these  accounts.  They  pass  these  funds  on  toborrowers,  receiving  interest  on  the  loans.  Their  profits  are  derived  from  the  spreadbetween the rate they pay for funds and the rate they receive from borrowers. By managingthis flow of funds, banks generate profits, acting as the intermediary of interest paid andinterest  received  and  taking  on  the  risks  of  offering  credit.  As  one  of  the  most  highlyregulated banking industries in the world, investors have some level of assurance in thesoundness of the banking system. As a result, investors can focus most of their efforts onhow a bank will perform in different economic environments. In this project, I am trying toprovide  assistance  to  the  investors,  by  showing  them  the  performance  of  two  banksunderlying the same functions.
1.1 Background of the studyFinancial  Statement  Analysis  is  a  method  used  by interested  parties  such as  investors,creditors,  and management  to  evaluate  the  past,  current,  and  projected conditions  andperformance of the firm. Ratio analysis is the most common form of financial analysis. Itprovides relative measures of the firm's conditions and performance. Horizontal Analysisand Vertical Analysis are also popular forms. Horizontal analysis  is used to evaluate thetrend in the accounts over the years,  while  vertical analysis,  also called a Common SizeFinancial  Statement discloses the internal structure of the firm. It  indicates the existingrelationship between sales and each income statement account. It shows the mix of assetsthat produce income and the mix of the sources of capital, whether by current or long termdebt or by equity funding. When using the financial ratios, a financial analyst makes twotypes of comparisons.Financial ratio analysis is an important topic and is covered in all mainstream corporatefinance textbooks. It is also a popular agenda item in investment club meetings. It is widelyused to summarize the information in a company's  financial  statements in assessing itsfinancial  health.  In  today's  information  technology  world,  real  time  financial  data  arereadily  available  via the Internet.  Performing financial  ratio analysis  using publications,such  as  Robert  Morris  Associates’  Annual  Statement  Studies,  Dun  &  Bradstreet’s  KeyBusiness  Ratios,  Moody’s  Manuals,  Standard  &  Poor’s  Corporation  Records,  Value  LineInvestment Survey, etc., is no longer efficient. Since students and investors now have easyaccess to on-line databases,  the assignments on financial  ratio analysis  can be modifiedaccordingly to enhance learning. In the current scenario where financial instability is rifeand  financial  intuitions  are  becoming  popular,  when  it  comes  to  investing,  the  soundanalysis of financial statements is one of the most important elements in the fundamentalanalysis process. At the same time, the massive amount of numbers in a company's financial
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statements  can  be  bewildering  and  intimidating  to  many  investors.  However,  throughfinancial  ratio  analysis,  we  shall  be  able  to  work with  these  numbers  in  an  organizedfashion and present them in a concise form easily understandable to both the managementand interested investors.
1.2 Significance of the projectFinancial statements provide an overview of a business' financial condition in both shortand long term. All the relevant financial information of a business enterprise presented in astructured manner and in a form easy to understand, is  called the financial  statements.Therefore these financial statements are very useful for the stake holder, as they obtain allinsight information. In assessing the significance of various financial data, experts engage inratio analyses, the process of determining and evaluating financial ratios. A financial ratio isa  relationship  that  indicates  something  about  a  company's  activities,  such  as  the  ratiobetween the company's current assets, current liabilities or between its accounts receivableand its annual sales. The basic source for these ratios is the company's financial statementsthat  contain  figures  on  assets,  liabilities,  profits,  or  losses.  Financial  ratios  are  onlymeaningful when compared with other information. Since they are most often comparedwith industry data, ratios help an individual understand a company's performance relativeto that of competitors; they are often used to trace performance over time.Ratio analysis can reveal much about a company and its operations.  However,  there areseveral  points  to  keep in  mind about  ratios.  First,  financial  statement  ratios are  "flags"indicating areas of strength or weakness. One or even several ratios might be misleading,but  when  combined  with  other  knowledge  of  a  company's  management  and  economiccircumstances, ratio analysis can tell much about a corporation. Second, there is no singlecorrect value for a ratio. The observation that the value of a particular ratio is too high, toolow,  or  just  right  depends  on  the  perspective  of  the  analyst  and  on  the  company'scompetitive  strategy.  Third,  a  ratio  is  meaningful  only  when  it  is  compared  with  somestandard, such as an industry trend, ratio trend, a ratio trend for the specific company beinganalyzed, or a stated management objective.The significance of my internship stems from the very nature of the financial statements i.e.they are usually lengthy, bulky documents which have a huge array of numbers not readilyunderstandable.  Financial  statement  analysis  is  the  process  of  examining  relationshipsamong financial statement elements and making comparisons with relevant information. Itis a valuable tool used by investors and creditors,  financial  analysts, and others in theirdecision-making processes related to stocks, bonds, and other financial instruments. Thegoal in analyzing financial statements is to assess past performance and current financialposition and to make predictions about the future performance of a company. Investorswho buy stock are primarily interested in a company's profitability and their prospects forearning a return on their investment by receiving dividends and/or increasing the marketvalue  of  their  stock  holdings.  Creditors  and investors  who  buy  debt  securities,  such asbonds,  are more interested in liquidity and solvency:  the company's  short-and long-run
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ability to pay its debts. Financial analysts, who frequently specialize in following certainindustries, routinely assess the profitability, liquidity, and solvency of companies in order tomake recommendations about the purchase or sale of securities, such as stocks and bonds.Analysts can obtain useful information by comparing a company's  most recent financialstatements with its results in previous years and with the results of other companies in thesame industry. My aim is to summarize all that data into a form which is easily understoodby all the relevant parties.
1.3 Objectives of the studyThe objective of this study is to provide insight into how the banks work,  what are thestrengths and weakness of the bank. The ratios will be compared of both the banks withinthe industry to see where the banks stand. To give the stock holder a clear view about thefinancial feasibility of both the banks so that they can take the appropriate decision. Andmost significantly it will provide a good understanding of the business cycle and the yieldcurve - both of which have a major impact on the economic performance of the bank.The  primary  objective  of  financial  analysis  is  to  forecast  and/or  determine  the  actualfinancial status and performance of a project and, where appropriate, of the EAs. This is toenable ADB to combine that information with all other pertinent data (technical, economic,social, etc.) to assess the feasibility, viability, and potential economic benefits, of a proposedor  continuing  lending  operation.  Secondary  objective  is  the  provision  of  TechnicalAssistance to a borrower and an EA to enable them to make similar assessments for theproject and to apply the techniques to other non-ADB investments. A  tertiary objective  is  to encourage borrowers to  make any necessary changes  to  theirinstitutional and financial management systems to facilitate the generation of appropriatedata to support good financial analysis. The objectives of financial analysis as set out aboveare intended to measure the achievement of financial objectives of a borrower, the projectto  be  (or  being)  financed.  The financial  performance of  a  public  and private  sector  EAshould normally be measured by the use of at least one indicator selected from the range ofthe following groups of indicators derived from the financial analysis of a project and its EA:(i) operation; (ii) capital structure, and (iii) liquidity. This means that, if only one indicatorfrom  one  of  the  three  categories  of  indicators  above  would  be  the  subject  of  a  loancovenant, the remaining indicator or indicators from each group above recommended bythe financial analyst should be the subject of periodic reporting. The efficient allocation ofresources is an important consideration in pricing policy, particularly for REEA services.Financial analysis is used to describe the impact of such a policy. I worked on the financialstatements of the bank i.e. Balance sheet of the bank and make some essential calculationsin order to give you an idea about the financial stability of the bank.
1.4 Methodology
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We can use several tools to evaluate a company, but I will use one of the most valuable toolthat is “financial ratios“. Ratios are an analyst’s microscope; they allow us get a better viewof the firm’s financial health than just looking at the raw financial statements. Ratios areuseful both to internal and external analysts of the firm. For internal purposes: ratios canbe  useful  in  planning  for  the  future,  setting  goals,  and  evaluating  the  performance  ofmanagers.  External  analysts  use  ratios  to  decide  whether  to  grant  credit,  to  monitorfinancial performance, to forecast financial performance, and to decide whether to invest inthe company. I will use Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel work sheets to compute thedifferent ratios and analysis.
1.4.1 Sources of dataAll the necessary information to prepare this report is collected from both primary and secondary sources of data.
Primary data sources:  It includes the fresh or completely new data sources collected for aspecified purpose, such as:
 Focus group meetings
 Direct observation
 Informal discussion
Secondary data sources: It includes sources of existing/published data, such as:
 Operational manual
 Official Website
 Banking journals
 BBL newsletters
 Research papers
 Account statement
1.4.2 Methods of data collection: I have used following methods and tools to gather our necessary data or information (both the primary & secondary)
Primary Data: all the necessary primary data are collected by using the following methods or tools:
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 Observation while working in different desks
 Informal discussion with professionals
 Interview of risk management officers

Secondary Data: I have used following tools to gather our necessary secondary data:
 Account statement
 Journal of BBL
 Net browsing
 Annual report (2007-08) 
1.6 LimitationsThe study has suffered from some barriers;
 Lack of structured and current information as the Bank’s policy does not permit todisclose various data related to my study and this is the major problem among allthe problems, I have encountered with.
 Time is  also  a big  constraint  for my study.  I  have  to  submit  a  broader  deal  in  ashorter form of outcome.
 As I am an employer of SBL, I have to go under my day to day job responsibility that Iam supposed to do so. So I have tried my level best to get few more time to spend incollecting data for preparing my internship report.
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Chapter 2
Overview Of Sonali Bank LimitedSoon after independence of  the country Sonali  Bank emerged as the  largest  and leadingNationalized Commercial Bank by proclamation of the Banks' Nationalization Order 1972(Presidential Order-26) liquidating the then National Bank of Pakistan, Premier Bank andBank of  Bhwalpur.  As  a  fully  state  owned institution,  the  bank had  been discharging itsnation-building  responsibilities  by  undertaking  government  entrusted  different  socio-economic schemes as well as money market activities of its own volition, covering all spheresof the economy.The bank has been converted to a Public  Limited Company with 100% ownership of thegovernment and started functioning as Sonali Bank Limited from November 15 2007 takingover all assets, liabilities and business of Sonali Bank. After corporatization, the managementof the bank has been given required autonomy to make the bank competitive & to run itsbusiness effectively.Sonali Bank Limited is governed by a Board of Directors consisting of 11(Eleven) members.The Bank is headed by the Chief Executive Officer & Managing Director, who is a well-knownBanker and a reputed professional.  The corporate head quarter of the bank is  located atMotijheel, Dhaka, Bangladesh, the main commercial center of the capital.
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Some notable features of the Bank are as follows:
Capital Structure:Authorised Capital : Tk. 2000.00 Core.Paid up Capital : Tk. 1125.00 Core
Branches & Subsidiaries:1 Total No of Branches 1200 a. No  of  Foreignbranches 22 b. No of Local branches 11988      i) No  of  RuralBranches 8544  ii) No  of  UrbanBranches 34222 No of Regional Offices 1993 No of Principal Office 4224 No of G.M. Offices 100      Subsidiaries : 3: 1.Sonali Bank (UK) Limited having 1(one) branch and 6(sixn) booth offices in UK.2.Sonali Exchange Company Incorporated (SECI) having10 (ten) branches in USA.3.Sonali Investment Limited (Merchant Banking) having4 (four) branches at Motijheel,Paltan,Uttara,Mirpur inDhaka, Bangladesh.   Representative Office : 3: 1(one) in Jeddah, KSA; 1 (one) in Riyadh, KSA and 1 (one)in Kuwait.   Correspondent : 581
  Our Vision : Socially committed leading banking institution with global presence.
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Chapter 3
Financial Statement Analysis
3.1 Ratio AnalysisFinancial  ratios  are  useful  indicators  of  a  firm's  performance  and  financial  situation.Financial ratios can be used to analyze trends and to compare the firm's financials to thoseof other firms. Ratio analysis is the calculation and comparison of ratios which are derivedfrom  the  information  in  a  company's  financial  statements.  Financial  ratios  are  usuallyexpressed  as  a  percent  or  as  times  per  period.  Ratio  analysis  is  a  widely  used  tool  offinancial  analysis.  It  is  defined  as  the  systematic  use  of  ratio  to  interpret  the  financialstatements  so  that  the  strength  and  weaknesses  of  a  firm  as  well  as  its  historicalperformance and current financial condition can be determined. The term ratio refers tothe numerical or quantitative relationship between two variables. With the help of ratioanalysis  conclusion  can  be  drawn  regarding  several  aspects  such  as  financial  health,profitability and operational efficiency of the undertaking. Ratio points out the operatingefficiency of the firm i.e. whether the management has utilized the firm’s assets correctly, toincrease the investor’s wealth. It ensures a fair return to its owners and secures optimumutilization  of  firm’s  assets.  Ratio  analysis  helps  in  inter-firm  comparison  by  providingnecessary  data.  An  inter  firm  comparison  indicates  relative  position.  It  provides  therelevant  data  for  the  comparison  of  the  performance  of  different  departments.  Ifcomparison shows a variance, the possible reasons of variations may be identified and ifresults  are  negative,  the  action may be initiated immediately  to  bring them in line.  Yet
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another  dimension  of  usefulness  or  ratio  analysis,  relevant  from  the  View  point  ofmanagement is that it throws light on the degree efficiency in the various activity ratiosmeasures this kind of operational efficiency.
a) Liquidity Ratios
b) Leverage Ratios
c) Profitability Ratios
d) Activity Ratios
e) Market Ratios
f) Statements of Cash Flow
3.1.1 Liquidity RatiosLiquidity ratios measure a firm’s ability to meet its current obligations. These include:
Current Ratio:
Current Ratio = Current Assets / Current LiabilitiesThis  ratio  indicates  the  extent  to  which  current  liabilities  are  covered  by  those  assetsexpected to be converted to cash in the near future. Current assets normally include cash,marketable securities, accounts receivables, and inventories. Current liabilities consist ofaccounts payable, short-term notes payable, current maturities of long-term debt, accruedtaxes, and other accrued expenses. Current assets are important to businesses because theyare the assets that are used to fund day-to-day operations and pay ongoing expenses.
Year 2006 2007 2008Current Assets 575611106  671597594 731954693Current Liabilities 480455832  566659483 631948038Current Ratio 1.20  1.19 1.16
InterpretationThe  current  ratio  for  the  year  2006,  2007  &  2008  is  1.20,  1.19  &  1.16  respectively,compared to standard ratio 2:1 this ratio is lower which shows low short term liquidityefficiency at the same time holding less than sufficient current assets mean inefficient useof resources.
Sales to Working Capital:
Sales to Working Capital = Sales / Working CapitalSales to working capital give an indication of the turnover in working capital per year. Alow working capital indicates an unprofitable use of working capital .
Year 2006 2007 2008Sales 43685740 43685740 63305033Working capital 95155274 104938111 100006655
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Sales to Working 0.5 times 0.5 times 0.6 times
InterpretationThis liquidity ratio for the years 2006,  2007 & 2008 is 0.5,0.5 & 0.6 times respectively,compared to standard ratio 2:1 this ratio is lower which shows low short term liquidityefficiency at the same time holding less than sufficient current assets mean inefficient useof resources.
Working Capital:
Working Capital = Current Assets – Current LiabilitiesA  measure  of  both  a  company's  efficiency  and  its  short-term  financial  health.  Positiveworking capital means that the company is able to pay off its short-term liabilities. Negativeworking capital means that a company currently is unable to meet its short-term liabilitieswith  its  current  assets  (cash,  accounts  receivable  and  inventory). Also  known  as  "networking capital", or the "working capital ratio".Year 2006 2007 2008Current Assets 575611106  671597594 731954693Current Liabilities 480455832  566659483 631948038Working capital 95155274 104938111 100006655
InterpretationIt is very clear from the above calculations that the working capital of the bank is graduallyincreasing over the years, which shows good short term liquidity efficiency.
3.1.2 Leverage RatiosBy using a combination of assets, debt, equity, and interest payments, leverage ratio's areused to understand a company's ability to meet it long term financial obligations.Leverage ratios measure the degree of protection of suppliers of long term funds. Thelevel of leverage depends on a lot of factors such as availability of collateral, strength ofoperating cash flow and tax treatments. Thus, investors should be careful about comparingfinancial leverage between companies from different industries. For example companies inthe banking industry naturally operates with a high leverage as collateral their assets areeasily collateralized. These include:
Time Interest Earned:
TIE Ratio = EBIT / Interest ChargesThe interest coverage ratio tells us how easily a company is able to pay interest expensesassociated to the debt they currently have. The ratio is designed to understand the amountof interest due as a function of company’s earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT).  Thisratio measures the extent to which operating income can decline before the firm is unableto meet its annual interest cost.Year 2006 2007 2008
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EBIT 32044524 34298574 48559935
Interest Charges 13204037 19153957 19153957
TIE ratio 2.43 1.79 1.83
InterpretationWe can see from this ratio analysis that, this company has covered their interest expenses2.43 times in 2006, 1.79 times in 2007 and 1.8 times in 2008. It means they have performedpretty much same in 2007 and 2008, but has taken a different look in 2006. As in 2006 theyissued a little high number of long-term loans and does not have good liquidity position,their EBIT became high thus making TIE a little high as well.
Debt Ratio:
Debt Ratio = Total Debt / Total AssetsThe  ratio  of  total  debt  to  total  assets,  generally  called  the  debt  ratio,  measures  thepercentage of funds provided by the creditors. The proportion of a firm's total assets thatare being financed with borrowed funds. The debt ratio is calculated by dividing total long-term and short-term liabilities by total assets. The higher the ratio, the more leverage thecompany is using and the more risk it is assuming. Assets and liabilities are found on acompany's balance sheet.
Year 2006 2007 2008
Total Debt 536848102 628754092 682747953
Total Assets 590291468 691991521 757928,89
Debt Ratio 0.91 0.91 0.9
InterpretationCalculating the debt ratio, we came to see that this company is highly leveraged one.
Debt to Equity Ratio:
Debt to Equity Ratio = Total debt / Total EquityThe debt to equity ratio is the most popular leverage ratio and it provides detail around theamount  of  leverage  (liabilities  assumed)  that  a  company  has  in  relation  to  the  moniesprovided by shareholders. As you can see through the formula below, the lower the number,the less leverage that a company is using. The debt to equity ratio gives the proportion of acompany  (or  person's)  assets  that  are  financed  by  debt  versus  equity.  It  is  a  commonmeasure of the long-term viability of a company's business and, along with current ratio, ameasure  of  its  liquidity,  or  its  ability  to  cover  its  expenses.  As  a  result,  debt  to  equitycalculations often only includes long-term debt rather than a company's total liabilities. Ahigh  debt  to  equity  ratio  implies  that  the  company  has  been aggressively  financing  itsactivities through debt and therefore must pay interest on this financing.Year 2006 2007 2008
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Total debt 536848102 628754092 682747953
Total Equity 45177664 55063125 71280902
Debt  to  Equity
Ratio
11.88 11.42 9.58
InterpretationWe can see from the above calculations that this ratios continuously decreasing in the lastthree years.
Current Worth / Net worth Ratio:
Current Worth to Net worth Ratio= Current Worth / Net worth RatioWe can calculate current worth and net worth by using following formulas:
Current Worth = Total Current Assets – Total Current Liabilities
Net Worth = Total Assets - Total LiabilitiesYear 2006 2007 2008
Current Worth 95155274 104938111 100006655
Net worth 53443366 63237429 75180436
Current  Worth  to
Net worth Ratio
1.78 1.66 1.33
InterpretationWe can see from the above calculations that this ratios continuously decreasing in the lastthree years. In 2006 it was 1.78, in 2007 it was 1.66 and in 2008 it was 1.33.
Total Capitalization Ratio:
Total Capitalization Ratio = Long-term debt / long-term debt + shareholders' equityThe capitalization ratio measures the debt component of a company's capital structure, orcapitalization  (i.e.,  the  sum  of  long-term  debt  liabilities  and  shareholders'  equity)  tosupport a company's operations and growth. Long-term debt is divided by the sum of long-term  debt  and  shareholders'  equity.  This  ratio  is  considered  to  be  one  of  the  moremeaningful of the "debt" ratios - it delivers the key insight into a company's use of leverage.
Year 2006 2007 2008
Long-term debt 56392270 62094609 50799915
long-term  debt  +
equity
101569934 117157734 122080817
Total Capitalization
Ratio
0.56 0.53 0.42
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It is obvious from the above calculations that there is a gradual fall in this ratio over theyears.
3.1.3 Profitability RatiosProfitability  is  the net  result  of  a  number of  policies  and decisions.  This  section of  thediscusses  the  different  measures  of  corporate  profitability  and  financial  performance.These  ratios,  much  like  the  operational  performance  ratios,  give  users  a  goodunderstanding of  how well  the  company utilized its  resources  in  generating  profit  andshareholder  value.  The  long-term  profitability  of  a  company  is  vital  for  both  thesurvivability  of the company as well  as the benefit  received by shareholders.  It  is  theseratios  that  can give  insight  into  the  all  important  "profit".  Profitability  ratios  show thecombined  effects  of  liquidity,  asset  management  and  debt  on  operating  results.  Theseratios examine the profit made by the firm and compare these figures with the size of thefirm,  the  assets  employed  by  the  firm  or  its  level  of  sales.  There  are  four  importantprofitability ratios that I am going to analyze:
Net Profit Margin:
Net Profit margin = Net Profit / Sales x 100Net Profit Margin gives us the net profit that the business is earning per dollar of sales.This margin indicates the profit after all the costs have been incurred it shows that what% of turnover is represented by the net profit. An increase in the ratios indicates that afirm is producing higher net profit of sales than before.Year 2006 2007 2008
Net Profit 12700315 10084037 15614020
Sales 43685740 50481021 63305033
Net Profit Margin 29.07% 19.97% 24.66%
InterpretationTherefore, the Net Profit Margin was 8.31% in 2006, increase to 12.1% in 2007 and thendecrease to 4% in 2008
Operating Income Margin:
Operating Income Margin = Operating Income x 100
Net Sales
Operating Income Margin =Net mark-up / interest income after provisions + Mark-up / return / interest expensed -Total non mark-up / interest expensesYear 2006 2007 2008
Operating Income 25278799 24275410 37738818
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Net Sales 43685740 50481021 63305033
Operating  Income
Margin
57.9% 48% 59.6%
Return on Assets:
Return on Assets (ROA) = Profit after Taxation / Average Total assets x 100ROA, A measure of a company's profitability, equal to a fiscal year's earnings divided by itstotal assets, expressed as a percentage. This is an important ratio for companies decidingwhether or not to initiate a new project. The basis of this ratio is that if a company is goingto start a project they expect to earn a return on it, ROA is the return they would receive.Simply put, if ROA is above the rate that the company borrows at then the project should beaccepted, if not then it is rejected.
Year 2006 2007 2008
Net income 12700315 10084037 15614020
Total  Average
assets 
559592686.5 641141494.5 724959955
ROA 2.27% 1.57% 2.15%
InterpretationReturn on assets decreased in 2007 and 2008 and it was maximum in year 2006. This mayhave occurred because Square used more debt financing in 2006 compared to 2007 and2008 which resulted in more interest cost and brought the Net income down.
Return on Equity (ROE):
Return on Total Equity = Profit after taxation x 10
Total EquityReturn on Equity measures the amount of Net Income earned by utilizing each dollar ofTotal common equity. It is the most important of the “Bottom line” ratio. By this, we can findout how much the shareholders are going to get for their shares. This ratio indicates howprofitable a company is by comparing its net income to its average shareholders' equity.The return on equity ratio (ROE) measures how much the shareholders earned for theirinvestment  in  the  company.  The  higher  the  ratio  percentage,  the  more  efficientmanagement is in utilizing its equity base and the better return is to investors.Year 2006 2007 2008
Net income 12700315 10084037 15614020
Total Equity 45177664 55063125 71280902
ROE 28.11% 18.31% 21.9%
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The Return on Equity was maximum in 2006 but decreased in 2007 and went down morein 2008. This again may have happened due to the issue of more long-term debt in 2007and 2008.
3.1.4 Activity RatiosActivity ratio are sometimes are called efficiency ratios. Activity ratios are concerned withhow  efficiency  the  assets  of  the  firm  are  managed.  These  ratios  express  relationshipbetween level of sales and the investment in various assets inventories, receivables, fixedassets etc.
Total Asset Turnover:
Total Asset Turnover = Total Sales / Total AssetsThe amount of sales generated for every dollar's worth of assets. It is calculated by dividingsales in dollars by assets in dollars. Asset turnover measures a firm's efficiency at using itsassets in generating sales or revenue - the higher the number the better. It also indicatespricing strategy: companies with low profit margins tend to have high asset turnover, whilethose with high profit margins have low asset turnover.Year 2006 2007 2008
Total Sales 43685740 50481021 63305033
Total Assets 590291468 691991521 757928389
Total  Asset
Turnover 
0.07 0.07 0.08
InterpretationThe Return on Equity was maximum in 2006 but decreased in 2007 and went down morein 2008. This again may have happened due to the issue of more long-term debt in 2007and 2008.
3.1.5 Market RatiosMarket Value Ratios relate an observable market value, the stock price, to book valuesobtained from the firm's financial statements.
Earning Per Share- EPS:
Earning Per Share = Profit after Taxation/Number of SharesThe portion of a company's profit allocated to each outstanding share of common stock.Earnings per share serve as an indicator of a company's profitability. Earnings per share aregenerally  considered to  be  the  single  most  important  variable  in  determining a share'sprice. It is also a major component used to calculate the price-to-earnings valuation ratio.Year 2006 2007 2008
Profit  after
Taxation
12700315 10084037 15614020
Number of Shares 690000 690000 759000
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Earning Per Share 18.41 14.61 20.57
Price / Earning Ratio:
Price / Earning Ratio = Stock Price Per Share/Earning Per SharesThe Price-Earnings Ratio is calculated by dividing the current market price per share of thestock  by  earnings  per  share  (EPS).  (Earnings  per  share  are  calculated  by  dividing  netincome by the number of shares outstanding.)The  P/E  Ratio  indicates  how  much  investors  are  willing  to  pay  per  dollar  of  currentearnings. As such, high P/E Ratios are associated with growth stocks. (Investors who arewilling to pay a high price for a dollar of current earnings obviously expect high earnings inthe future.) In this manner, the P/E Ratio also indicates how expensive a particular stockis. This ratio is not meaningful, however, if the firm has very little or negative earnings. ThePrice-Earnings Ratio is calculated by dividing the current market price per share of thestock  by  earnings  per  share  (EPS).  (Earnings  per  share  are  calculated  by  dividing  netincome by the number of shares outstanding.) The P/E Ratio indicates how much investorsare willing to pay per dollar of current earnings. As such, high P/E Ratios are associatedwith growth stocks. (Investors who are willing to pay a high price for a dollar of currentearnings obviously expect high earnings in the future.) In this manner, the P/E Ratio alsoindicates how expensive a particular stock is. This ratio is not meaningful, however, if thefirm has very little or negative earnings.Year 2006 2007 2008
Stock  Price  Per
Share
10 10 10
EPS 18.41 14.61 20.57
Price-Earning Ratio 0.54 0.68 0.49
InterpretationThe P/E ratio was 0.54 times in 2006 and increased further to as high as 0.68 times in thefollowing year. However, in 2008 it declined to 0.49 times which is an alarming signal forthe potential investors.
3.1.6 Statement of cash flowCash flow ratios indicate liquidity, borrowing capacity or profitability. This section of thefinancial ratio looks at cash flow indicators, which focus on the cash being generated interms of how much is being generated and the safety net that it provides to the company.These  ratios  can  give  users  another  look  at  the  financial  health  and  performance  of  acompany.
Operating Cash Flow to Total Debt:
Operating Cash Flow to Total Debt = Operating Cash Flow/Total Debt
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This coverage ratio compares a company's operating cash flow to its total debt, which, forpurposes of this ratio, is defined as the sum of short-term borrowings, the current portionof long-term debt and long-term debt.  This  ratio provides an indication of a company'sability  to  cover  total  debt  with  its  yearly  cash  flow  from  operations.  The  higher  thepercentage ratio, the better the company's ability to carry its total debt.Year 2006 2007 2008
Operating  Cash
Flow
17851517 56224065 18231677
Total Debt 536848102 628754092 682747953
Operating  Cash
Flow to Total Debt
0.033 0.089 0.027
3.2 Common Size AnalysisThe term "trend analysis" refers to the concept of collecting information and attempting tospot a pattern, or trend, in the information. In some fields of study, the term "trend analysis"has more formally-defined meanings. Although trend analysis is often used to predict futureevents,  it  could  be  used  to  estimate  uncertain  events  in  the  past.  Financial  statementinformation is  used  by  both  external  and  internal  users,  including  investors,  creditors,managers,  and  executives.  These  users  must  analyze  the  information in  order  to  makebusiness decisions, so understanding financial statements is of great importance. Severalmethods  of  performing  financial  statement  analysis  exist.  I  will  discuss  two  of  thesemethods: horizontal analysis and vertical analysis.
3.2.1 Horizontal AnalysisMethods of financial statement analysis generally involve comparing certain information.The horizontal analysis compares specific items over a number of accounting periods. Forexample, accounts payable may be compared over a period of months within a fiscal year, orrevenue may be compared over a period of several years. It is a procedure in fundamentalanalysis  in  which  an  analyst  compares  ratios  or  line  items  in  a  company's  financialstatements over a certain period of time. The analyst will use his or her discretion whenchoosing a particular timeline; however, the decision is often based on the investing timehorizon under consideration.
HORIZONTALANALYSIS
SONALIBANKLIMITED
BALANCESHEET
ASON DEC31 2008, 2007&2006
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(Taka in‘000’)                          2008      2007        2006    Horizontal Analysis
       
ASSETS 2008      2007       2006Cash and balanceswith treasury banks 56533134 55487664 46310478 122.07     119.8 100Balances withother banks 39307321 27020704 35965048 109.29     75.13 100Lending toFinancialinstitutions 6193787 1628130 6550128 94.56       24.86 100Investments 13814592 177942251 119587476 11.552      148.8 100Advances 456355507 382172734 349432685 130.6       109.4 100Other assets 35419252 27346111 17765291 199.37      153.9 100Operating fixedassets 14751252 13780555 11954876 123.39       115.3 100Deferred tax asset 11222444 6613372 2725486 411.7         242.6 100
TOTAL ASSETS 757928389 691991521 590291468 128.4         117.2 100
  LIABILITIES  Bills payable                 9944257  15418230   5737457   173.32 268.7   100  Borrowings from  Financial institutions   46844890  58994609   56392270    83.07  104.6   100 Deposits and other accounts   597090545 531298127 459140198   130.05 115.7   100
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  Sub-ordinate loans      3954925 3100000      0                     0                   0      0Other liabilities   24913236 19943126 15578177    159.92  128   100Deferred taxLiability                     ------- ----------- ---------
TOTAL
 LIABILITIES               682747953 628754092 536848102    127.18 117.1   100
NET ASSETS               75180436 63237429 53443366    140.67 118.3   100
REPRESENTED BY
Shareholders EquityShare capital 7590000 6900000 6900000    110 100 100Reserves 24243254 19821455 17802584    136.18 111.3 100Un appropriatedprofit              39447648 28341670      475,0801    59.92  128 100Total equityAttributable to theequity holders ofthe Bank 71280902 55063125 45177664   157.78 121.9 100Minority interest 890099 965642 913317   97.458 105.7 100Surplus onrevaluation ofassets-net of tax 3009435 7208662 7352385  40.931 98.05 100
TOTAL EQUITY 75180436 63237429 53443366  140.67 118.3 100
HORIZONTALANALYSIS
SONALIBANKLIMITED
CONSOLIDATED PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT
AS ON  DEC 31 2008, 2007&2006
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(Taka in ‘000’)                        2008        2007   2006                    Horizontal Analysis
                                                                                                                             2008       2007     2006Mark-up/return/Interest earned     63,305,033   50,481,021 43,685,740       144.91   115.6      100Mark-up/return/interest expensed       26,525,55   19,153,957 13,204,037       200.89   145.1       100Net mark-up /Interest income       36,779,477  31,327,064 30,481,703      120.66   102.8        100Provision againstnon-performingLoans andadvances-net               6,904,919     8,238,227 2,863,207       241    287.7       100Charge/(reversal)Against off balance Sheetobligations 372,598 (54,626) (45,438) -820.01   120.2      100Charge/(reversal)Of provisionagainst diminution 1,909,887 (84,310) (13,697) 13944      615.5      100In the value ofInvestmentsBad debts writtenOff directly 9,187,404 8,099,291 2,804,072      ………    …….       ……
Netmark-up/
Interestincome
afterprovisions 27,592,073 23,227,773 27,677,631  99.691      83.92     100Fee commission
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and brokerageincome 4,518,408 3,420,051 3,931,710 114.92    86.99      100Income/gain onInvestments 2,369,233 2,472,663 1,219,623 194.26    202.7      100Income fromdealing in foreigncurrencies 2,374,318 1,487,374 1,102,358 215.39    134.9            100
Gain onInvestments inassociate 4,000,330    -------      0     0        0             0other income 3,116,522 2,643,076 2,235,805 139.39    118.2 100Total non-mark-up/interest income 16,378,811 10,023,164 8,489,496 192.93    118.1 100
Nonmark-up/
Interestexpense 43,970,884 33,250,937 36,167,127 121.58    91.94 100AdministrativeExpenses 21,348,016 18,297,279 15,425,461 138.39    118.6 100Other provisions/write offs-net  200,163 276,111 122,510 163.39    225.4 100
Other charges              64,751   85,152   54,898 117.95    155.1 100Workers welfareFund 323,575                 --                          --                      0               0                 0Total non mark-up/interest expenses 21,936,505 18,106,32 15,602,869 140.59        0              100
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Profitbefore
taxation 22,034,379 15,144,617 18,840,487 116.95   80.38 100
Taxation-Current 8,661,15 7,220,717 7,144,846      0      101.1 100-Prioryears 233,100 1,668,562 (39,067) -596.67    -4271 100-Deferred (2,473,891) (3,828,699) (965,607)  256.2      396.5 100                                       6,420,359 10,084,037 12,700,315  50.553     79.4            100
Profit after
taxation 15,614,020 10,084,037 12,700,315  122.94     79.4  100
Attributable to:Equity holders ofthe Bank 15,535,011 10,000,231 12,630,259 123 .79 18 100Minority interest 79,009               83,806 70,056              112.78 119.6 100                                       15,614,020 10,084,037 12,700,315 122.94            79.4 100Basic and dilutedEarnings per share 20.47 13.18 18.30 111.86            72.02 100
3.2.2 Vertical AnalysisIt  is  a method of financial  statement analysis in which each entry for each of the threemajor  categories  of  accounts  (assets,  liabilities  and  equities)  in  a  balance  sheet  isrepresented  as  a  proportion  of  the  total  account.  The  main  advantages  of  analyzing  abalance sheet in this manner are that the balance sheets of businesses of all sizes can easilybe compared. It also makes it easy to see relative annual changes in one business. Whenusing vertical analysis, the analyst calculates each item on a single financial statement as apercentage of  a total.  The term vertical  analysis  applies because each year's  figures arelisted  vertically  on  a  financial  statement.  The  total  used  by  the  analyst  on  the  incomestatement is net sales revenue, while on the balance sheet it is total assets. This approach tofinancial statement analysis, also known as component percentages, produces common-size
financial  statements.  Common-size  balance  sheets  and  income  statements  can  be  more
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easily  compared,  whether  across  the  years  for  a  single  company  or  across  differentcompanies.
VERTICAL ANALYSIS
SONALIBANKLIMITED
BALANCESHEET
ASON DEC31 2008, 2007&2006
(Taka in‘000’)                  Vertical Analysis
                                             2008                 2007             2006
ASSETS 2008      2007       2006Cash  and balanceswith treasury banks 56533134 55487664 46310478 7.4589     8.019   7.8454Balances withother banks 39307321 27020704 35965048 5.1862     3.905   6.0928Lending toFinancialinstitutions 6193787 1628130 6550128 0.8172     0.235   1.1096Investments 13814592 177942251 119587476 1.8227     25.71   20.259Advances 456355507 382172734 349432685 60.211     55.23   59.197Other assets 35419252 27346111 17765291 4.6732     3.952   3.0096Operating fixedassets 14751252 13780555 11954876 1.9463     1.991   2.0252Deferred tax asset 11222444 6613372 2725486 1.4807     0.956   0.4617
TOTAL ASSETS 757928389 691991521 590291468     100        100       100
  LIABILITIES  Bills payable                 9944257  15418230   5737457       1.312     2.228   0.972  
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  Borrowings from  Financial  institutions   46844890  58994609   56392270       6.1806   8.525   9.5533  Deposits and other  accounts   597090545 531298127 459140198       78.779   76.78   77.782  Sub-ordinate loans      3954925 3100000      0                     0        0.5218     0.448  Liabilities against  assets subject to  finance leaseOther liabilities   24913236 19943126 15578177        3.287    2.882  2.6391Deferred taxLiability                     ------- ----------- ---------
TOTAL
 LIABILITIES               682747953 628754092 536848102       90.081   90.86  90.946
NET ASSETS               75180436 63237429 53443366        9.919      9.14    9.054
REPRESENTED BY
Shareholders EquityShare capital 7590000 6900000 6900000          10.09    10.9 13Reserves 24243254 19821455 17802584        32.25      31.34 33.31Un appropriatedprofit              39447648 28341670      30150801         52.4 45       56.42
Total equity
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Attributable to theequity holders ofthe Bank 71280902 55063125 45177664         95 87      87.07     84.53Minority interest 890099 965642 913317          1.18 1.52    1.71Surplus onrevaluation ofassets-net of tax 3009435 7208662 7352385          4              11.4 13.75
TOTAL EQUITY 75180436 63237429 53443366         100 100 100
VERTICAL ANALYSIS
SONALIBANKLIMITED
CONSOLIDATED PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT
AS ON  DEC 31 2008, 2007&2006
(Taka in ‘000’)  Vertical Analysis
                                               2008     2007       2006                                           
                                           2008     2007     2006Mark-up/return/Interest earned 63,305,033 50,481,021 43,685,740    100       100         100Mark-up/return/interest expensed 26,525,556 19,153,957 13,204,037 41.901    37.94    30.225Net mark-up /Interest income 36,779,477 31,327,064 30,481,703 58.099    62.06    69.775Provision againstnon-performingLoans andadvances-net               6,904,919 8,238,227 2,863,207  10.907    16.32   6.5541Charge/(reversal)
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Against off balanceSheetobligations 372,598 (54,626) (45,438) 0.5886     -0.108  -0.104Charge/(reversal)Of provisionagainst diminution 1,909,887 (84,310) (13,697)  3.017      -0.167  -0.031In the value ofInvestmentsBad debts writtenOff directly ………    ……. ……                                            0             0          0
Netmark-up/
Interestincome
afterprovisions 27,592,073 23,227,773 27,677,631    43.586    46.01  63.356Fee commissionand brokerageincome 4,518,408 3,420,051 3,931,710         7.1375    6.775      9Income/gain onInvestments 2,369,233 2,472,663 1,219,623         3.7426   4.898 2.7918
Income fromdealing in foreigncurrencies 2,374,318 1,487,374 1,102,358         215.39     134.9   100Gain onInvestments inassociate 4,000,330 ------- 0        0 0 0
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other income 3,116,522 2,643,076 2,235,805        3.7506   2.946  2.5234Total non-mark-up/interest income 16,378,811 10,023,164 8,489,496        4.923     5.236   5.1179
Nonmark-up/
Interestexpense 43,970,884 33,250,937 36,167,127      25.873    19.86   19.433AdministrativeExpenses 21,348,016 18,297,279 15,425,461       69.459   65.87   82.789Other provisions/write offs-net 200,163 276,111 122,510       163.39   225.4    100Other charges              64,751  85,152  54,898       33.722   36.25   35.31Workers welfareFund 323575        0.5111    0          0Total non mark-up/interest expenses 21,936,505 18,106,32 15,602,869       34.652     0      35.716
Profit before
taxation 22,034,379 15,144,617 18,840,487      34.807    30     43.127
Taxation-Current 8,661,15 7,220,717 7,144,846         0        14.3   16.355-Prioryears 233,100 1,668,562 (39,067)     0.3682  3.305  -0.089-Deferred (2,473,891) (3,828,699) (965,607)     -3.908  -7.584  -2.21                                         6,420,359 10,084,037 12,700,315     10.142 19.98  29.072
Profit after
taxation 15,614,020 10,084,037 12,700,315     24.665 19.98 29.072
Attributable to:
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EquityholdersoftheBank 15,535,011 10,000,231 12,630,259      24.54  19.81 28.912Minority interest 79,009               83,806 70,056                   0.125   0.17   0.16                                        15,614,020 10,084,037 12,700,315      24.66    20    29.07Basic and dilutedEarnings per share 20.47 13.18 18.30      3.23     2.61  4.189
 ComparisonsFinancial  trend  analysis  is  an  applied,  practical  approach  for  monitoring  the  financialcondition of any company through the use of financial indicators. I shall use technique tocompare  previous  three-year  period  data  and  observes  how  they  change.  This  wouldpermit an assessment of the current financial condition.
3.2.3 Trend AnalysisA firm's present ratio is compared with its past and expected future ratios to determinewhether the company's financial condition is improving or deteriorating over time. Trendanalysis studies the financial history of a firm for comparison. By looking at the trend of aparticular  ratio,  one  sees  whether  the  ratio  is  falling,  rising,  or  remaining  relativelyconstant. This helps to detect problems or observe good management.
TRENDANALYSIS
SONALI  BANK LIMITED
FOR THE YEARS 2006, 2007 & 2008
Performance  Area   2006         2007   2008                   Trend
a)  Liquidity RatiosCurrentRatio    1.20         1.19        1.16 Lower liquidity                                                                                                                                                  In  2008Sales to Working Capital   0.5 times   0.5 times     0.6 times      Increase in 2008                                                                                             WorkingCapital   95155274  104938111  100006655     Lower
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                                                                                                                                           liquidity  in 2008
b) Leverage RatiosTime Interest Earned                   2.43            1.79        1.83             Lower since  2008Debt Ratio                  0.91            0.91         0.9              Leverage remain                                                                                                                                                     SameDebt to Equity Ratio                 11.88          11.42        9.58            Drops in leverage                                                                                                                                              In 2008Current Worth/Net worth Ratio    1.78            1.66               1.33 Higher  in  2006Total Capitalization Ratio                  0.56           0.53        0.42 Lower during 2008Long term AssetsVersus Long term Debt                  0.26            0.33        0.51            Drops in leverage                                                                                                                                              In 2006Debt Coverage Ratio                              0.02           0.008       0.0083 Lower coverage                                                                                                                                             In 2006
c) Profitability Ratios Net Profit Margin                  29.07%       19.97%     24.66% Lower profitability                                                                                                                                            during 2007Operating Income Margin                  57.9%  48%      59.6%    Increased                                                                                                                                       Profitability since                                                                                                                                                  2008Return on Assets                  2.27%         1.57%      2.15%    Lower ROA                                                                                                                                            during 2007Operating Assets Turnover                 192.7%        192.7%     174.70% Lower efficiency                                                                                                                                             since2008
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Return on Operating Assets             13.48%       10.37%      11.19% Lower efficiency                                                                                                                                                In 2007
Sales to Fixed Assets                         3.65times    3.66times  3.66 times       No change in                                                                                                                                          last  3years
d) Activity Ratios:Total Asset Turnover               0.07           0.07      0.08           Higher efficiency                                                                                                                                         Since 2008 
e) Market Ratios:Earning Per Share-EPS             18.41         14.61        20.57     Higher In 2008
Price/Earning Ratio                            0.54          0.68         0.49          Lower in2008
f) Statement of cash flowOperating Cash Flow to Total Debt                                          0.033      0.089       0.027          Lower in2006Operating Cash Flow per Share            25.87          81.48       24.02       Increased                                                                                                                                                  during 2007
SummaryFinancial  Statement  Analysis  is  a  method  used  by interested  parties  such as  investors,creditors,  and management  to  evaluate  the  past,  current,  and  projected conditions  andperformance of the firm. This report mainly deals with the insight information of SonaliBank LImited.  In the current  picture where financial  volatility  is  endemic and financialintuition is becoming popular, when it comes to investing, the sound analysis of financialstatements is one of the most important elements in the fundamental analysis process. At
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the same time, the massive amount of numbers in a company's financial statements can bebewildering and intimidating to many investors. However, through financial ratio analysis, Itried  to  work  with  these  numbers  in  an  organized  fashion  and  presented  them  in  asummarizing form easily understandable to both the management and interested investors.It  is  required  by  law  that  all  private  and  public  limited  companies  must  prepare  thefinancial statements like, income statement, balance sheet and cash flow statement of theparticular  accounting  period.  The  management  and  financial  analyst  of  the  companyanalyze  the  financial  statements  for  making  any  further  financial  and  administrativedecisions for the betterment of the company. Therefore, I select this topic, so that I havedone  some  financial  analysis  that  will  certainly  help  the  management  of  review  theirperformance and also assist the interested people like investors and creditors. That as afinancial analyst how can I make any important financial decision by analyzing the financialstatements  of  the  company.  Because,  it  is  the  primary  responsibility  of  the  financialmanagers or financial analyst to manage the financial matters of the company by evaluatingthe financial  statements.  I  am also providing some important  suggestions and opinionsabout the financial matters of the business.
Chapter 4
Conclusion / FindingsI analysis the financial statements of Sonali Bank Limited and found some findings;  Liquidity position of SBL is not up to standard. Working capital of Sonali Bank is good.
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.   Leverage ratios indicate the high risk associated with the company’s generally leverageratios, measures the percentage of funds provided by the creditors. The proportion of afirm’s total assets is being financed with high percentage of borrowed funds.  Profitability ratios of Sonali Bank Limited is up to the mark.    Earning per Share and Operating cash flow of SBL is also good.
RecommendationThis section deals with your proposed solutions or plans to cover and remove all the ills anddeficiencies that you think (in light of data processing and analysis) needs to be removed orimproved. Recommendations should be vivid, lucid and based on your findings. They must belogical and applicable.
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